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Foreword: Juries Rule

John B. Attanasio*

I.

Together with speaking and voting, jury service ranks among the three most fundamental powers held by an American citizen. This prerogative in Anglo-American jurisprudence dates back at least as far as the Magna Carta. Perhaps no society in human history has embraced the jury system, and an individual's right to a jury trial, as much as the United States. Many countries do not afford a right to jury trial at all; some, like England, confine the right to certain kinds of criminal cases. As with many aspects of the American constitutional system, our extensive right to jury trial is part of a great experiment in the rights and responsibilities of popular government.

The jury is an unique institution. It is selected randomly, not based on any expertise; it can have no prior knowledge of the issues that it is deciding; it does not give reasons for its decisions; it has virtually no accountability to anyone; and its decisions are difficult to reverse by a court, particularly when it acquits a criminal defendant.

II.

The jury is one of the key protections of individual rights, shielding the individual against the government. Before government can fine, imprison, or kill a member of the community, that person has a right to a jury trial. As Alexis de Toqueville once said:

He who punishes the criminal is therefore the real master of society.

Now, the institution of the jury raises the people itself, or at least a class of citizens, to the bench of judges. The institution of the jury consequently invests the people, or that class of citizens, with the
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2. The Sixth Amendment guarantees the right to jury trial in criminal cases. Jury trial applies not only to the federal government, but also to the states. The Seventh Amendment guarantees a right to jury trial in civil cases involving more than twenty dollars. Although the Seventh Amendment has not been incorporated against the states, many state constitutions provide for trial by jury in civil actions.
direction of society.4

When an individual sues the government for violation of his constitutional rights, he also has a right to a jury trial. It is the judge’s responsibility to prevent the jury from convicting someone in violation of his constitutional rights. On the other hand, if the jury thinks that the government or judge is violating the defendant’s constitutional rights, it can simply acquit without giving reasons.5

Jury trials are generally longer, more cumbersome, and more expensive than bench trials. Among the reasons supporting this less efficient process is community participation in meting out punishment, an important validating factor that can undergird community acceptance of government punishment. That the jury need not give reasons for its decision allows it to weigh equities that the letter of the law may ignore. The randomness of jury selection helps to alleviate objections of prejudice that are often associated with lack of accountability. Additionally, the goal that the jury be drawn from, but not necessarily comprise, a representative group of the community alleviates the danger of prejudice.

The institution of trial by jury—especially in criminal cases—has its hold upon public favor chiefly for two reasons. The individual can forfeit his liberty—to say nothing of his life—only at the hands of those who, unlike any official, are in no way accountable, directly or indirectly, for what they do, and who at once separate and melt anonymously in the community from which they came. Moreover, since if they acquit their verdict is final, no one is likely to suffer of whose conduct they do not morally disapprove; and this introduces a slack into the enforcement of law, tempering its rigor by the mollifying influence of current ethical conventions.6

Perhaps the central theme of the United States Constitution is division of power. The involvement of the jury decentralizes the most devastating exercise of government’s power over its own citizens. After all, juries exercise the most crucial powers that government has over citizens—the power to execute, imprison, or fine—other citizens. The power of the jury also extends to many civil cases. Before government can recover money from a citizen or company in a civil suit, a citizen may compel government to convince a jury of ordinary citizens that these actions are warranted. As Toqueville also observed, the jury is one of the principal school houses of American democracy: “The jury . . . may be regarded as a gratuitous public school, ever open, in which every juror learns his
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5. “It is left therefore to the juries, if they think permanent judges are under any bias [sic] whatever in any cause, to take upon themselves to judge the law as well as the fact. They never exercise this power but when they suspect partiality in the judges, and by the exercise of this power they have been the firmest bulwarks of English liberty.” Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Abbe Arnoux (July 19, 1789) (in Papers of Thomas Jefferson 15:283, Julia P. Boyd ed. 1958).
Moreover, by investing citizens with power over some of the critical governmental functions, jury service requires citizens to learn something about the art of governance.

III.

During my first few months as dean of this law school, Mark Curriden of the Dallas Morning News told me about a jury study that he and his colleague Allen Pusey of the Morning News had designed. They asked that SMU Law School participate in this process. I spoke with Shawn Cleveland, then Editor-in-Chief of the SMU Law Review. Mr. Cleveland reacted with great enthusiasm to this idea, and we began meeting with Mark Curriden and Allen Pusey to help with the study. Mr. Cleveland’s successor, Ted Eades, advanced the project through diligent research, and his successor, Thomas Chandler, oversaw its publication in the Law Review. In sum, this publication required the cooperation of three different law review staffs and three different editors-in-chief.

The Morning News deserves tremendous credit for the study. When we first met with Mssers. Curriden and Pusey, they had already developed a draft questionnaire and had secured the support of Chief Justice Thomas Phillips of the Texas Supreme Court to encourage Texas trial judges to respond to the questionnaire. Several other professors from the law school became involved in the project, particularly William Dorsaneo. We offered suggestions as to how to modify the questionnaire to make it clearer or to gather additional information.

Much to everyone’s surprise, the first questionnaire, distributed to all Texas trial judges, achieved a response rate of 70%. Following this tremendous success, I suggested that we extend the study to federal trial judges. This move would dramatically expand the project’s scope and importance. The expansion also would give us the opportunity to compare results of the federal judiciary with those of the trial courts of the second largest state in both area and population.

Mr. Curriden and I vetted the questionnaire with Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, Judge Morris Arnold of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, and Chief Judge Jerry Buchmeyer of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas. They each offered a number of changes, and we sent the questionnaire to all federal judges with a cover letter from Judge Higginbotham, urging them to respond. With only one follow-up letter, 65% of all federal trial judges responded to the survey. These amazing response rates afford the study great value. In his introduction to the symposium, Mr. Curriden describes the survey’s methodology in detail. The judges’ questionnaires are the foundation of the jury study. We purposely made the federal questionnaire quite similar to the Texas questionnaire so that we could easily compare the results.

7. Tocqueville, supra note 4, at 364.
The *Dallas Morning News* and *SMU Law Review* also pursued a number of other investigatory tactics. Notably, we sent a separate questionnaire to Dallas County jurors who did not appear for jury duty, trying to ascertain the reasons for the high rate of no-shows in Dallas County. The *Morning News* also obtained information about jury verdicts in Dallas County over the past fifteen years. In addition, Mr. Curriden followed jurors through a particular trial to ascertain their reactions.

Various facets of the study produced interesting results, particularly the judges’ survey. Overall, judges tended to be very complimentary of juries. For example, the surveyed judges were nearly unanimous in believing that jurors did very well or moderately well in actually reaching a just and fair verdict. In addition, approximately 90% of federal and Texas judges believe the jury system is “fine just the way it is,” or is “good” and only needs “minor work, although the impressions of the federal judges were far more positive.” Over 90% of federal and Texas trial judges said that they agreed with jury verdicts in their cases “most of the time.” While judges thought juries perform well, they disagree about the role of a jury. For both Texas and federal judges, the leading response was “truth-seekers,” but other prominent roles included “score-keepers,” “conscience of the community,” and “arbiters of justice.” If a responding judge were personally a defendant in a criminal case, over 77% of Texas and federal trial judges preferred that a jury decide their case. A majority of the judges also said that they would prefer to be tried by a jury in a civil matter.

---

8. 98.6% (586) of federal trial judges, and 98.3% (385) of Texas trial judges thought that jurors did “very well” or “moderately well” in reaching a just and fair verdict.

9. Texas judges responded: 29.0%—“fine just the way it is;” 58.8%—“good condition/needs minor work;” 9.4%—“fair condition/needs minor work;” 1.0%—“poor condition/needs overhaul;” 1.8%—“no answer.” To the same question, federal judges responded: 47.8%—“fine;” 43.3%—“good;” 6.4%—“fair;” 0.8%—“poor;” 1.7%—“no answer.”

10. Federal judges agreed with the jury: 4.7%—“all of the time;” 92.1%—“most of the time;” 1.7%—“half of the time;” 1.0%—“less than half of the time;” 0.5%—“no answer.” Texas judges agreed with juries: 5.1%—“all;” 90.5%—“most;” 2.8%—“half;” 0.8%—“less than half;” 0.5%—“no answer.”

11. 46.1% of Federal judges and 40.5% of Texas judges thought juries were “truth-seekers.”

12. 23.6% of Federal judges and 23.8% of Texas judges thought they were “score-keepers.”

13. 15.5% of Federal judges and 22.3% of Texas judges thought juries were the “conscience of the community.”

14. 11.6% of Federal judges and 11.8% of Texas judges thought juries were “arbiters of justice.”

15. The judges were asked: “If you were personally a litigant in a civil case, how would you prefer the dispute be decided?” Of the federal trial judges, 20.7% (123) said by a judge; 59.3% (352) by a jury; 6.9% (41) by arbitration; and 10.8% (64) said it would depend on the case. For Texas trial judges, the responses were: judge - 15.3% (60); jury - 57.9% (227); arbitration - 14.5% (57); depends - 9.7% (38). For a similarly worded question regarding criminal cases, federal trial judges responded: judge - 10.6% (63); jury - 79.3% (471); depends - 6.7% (40). The responses for Texas trial judges were: judge - 12.8% (50); jury - 77.8% (305); depends - 6.9% (27).
Not all of the findings were positive, however. A significant minority of the responding judges believed that the use of jury trials should be scaled back. For example, 30.1% of Texas trial judges stated that juries should decide fewer types of cases, and 19.7% of Texas trial judges said the right to jury trial should be reduced or eliminated. Both statements were supported by 27.4% of the federal trial judges. However, despite over 90% of the judges responding that they agreed with the jury verdict “most of the time,” 23.7% of the Texas judges, and 62.5% of the federal judges asserted that they had decreased or eliminated a damages verdict.

Although over 81% of federal trial judges said that most jurors favored neither side in a civil case, only 66% of Texas trial judges expressed this opinion. In criminal matters, over 57% of federal trial judges and over 68% of Texas trial judges said that most jurors favor the prosecution coming into a trial; in contrast, only 0.5% of federal trial judges and 1.5% of Texas trial judges stated that most jurors favored a criminal defendant coming into a trial. Approximately 26% of federal trial judges and over 13% of Texas judges said that they had had a jury verdict that they believed had been based on racial discrimination. Over 53% of federal trial judges and 36% of Texas trial judges said that they had made a legal finding of a Batson violation during voir dire. Nevertheless, 73% of both federal and Texas judges thought that the number of peremptory challenges should be “left the same.”

---

16. Federal judges responded, “The right to jury trial needs to be:” “expanded” 4.9% (29), “reduced” 26.1% (155), “eliminated” 1.3% (8), “left the same” 66.5% (395), and “no answer” 1.2% (7). To the same question, Texas judges responded: “expanded” 7.1% (28), “reduced” 19.4% (76), “eliminated” 0.3% (1), “left the same” 71.4% (280), and “no answer” 1.8% (7).

17. In one question, judges were asked their opinions about the frequency of use of juries. 27.4% (163) of the federal judges polled stated that they would like to see: “fewer types decided by juries”, and 2.9% (17) stated that they would like to see “more types decided by juries”, while 67.8% (403) said that the “jury system is fine” 67.8% (403), and 1.9% (11) gave “no answer.” For Texas trial judges the responses were: “fewer types decided by juries” 30.1% (118), “more types decided by juries” 4.1% (16), “jury system is fine,” 62.5% (245) and 3.3% (13) “no answer.”

18. Of the federal trial judges, 10.3% (61) said most jurors “favor the plaintiff,” 4.7% (28) “favor the defendant,” and 81.6% (485) “favor neither side.” Texas trial judges responded: “favor the plaintiff” - 6.9% (27); “favor the defendant” - 19.9% (78); “favor neither side” - 66.3% (260).

19. Federal trial judges responded: 57.4% (341) of jurors “favor the prosecution/state;” 0.5% (3) “favor the defendant;” and 40.4% (240) “favor neither side.” For Texas trial judges: 68.4% (268) “favor the prosecution/state;” 1.5% (6) “favor the defendant;” 28.1% (110) “favor neither side.”

20. When asked “have you ever had a jury verdict you believe was based on racial discrimination?,” 26.4% (157) of federal trial judges responded “yes,” and 72.1% (428) said “no.” Of the Texas trial judges in the survey, 13.5% (53) said that they had, while 85.5% (335) said they had not.


22. For federal trial judges, 53.5% (318) said they had made a Batson finding, while 46.0% (273) said that they had not. Texas trial judges responded: “yes” - 36.0% (141); “no” - 63.5% (249).

23. 3.4% of federal judges thought that peremptory challenges should be “increased,” 9.4% thought they should be “decreased,” 13.0% thought that they should be “left the
of both federal and Texas judges said that they had presided over what they considered a "runaway jury."\textsuperscript{24} Even more surprising, over 34\% of federal trial judges, and over 22\% of Texas trial judges said that they have presided over a case of jury nullification.\textsuperscript{25}

The study also provides information about what judges think juries should be able to do during trial. Over 92\% of federal trial judges, and over 85\% of Texas trial judges stated that they thought that jurors "should be allowed to take notes during a trial."\textsuperscript{26} Over 61\% of federal trial judges, and over 56\% of state trial judges thought that jurors should "be allowed to ask questions during a trial" with appropriate judicial screening.\textsuperscript{27} Over 40\% of federal trial judges, and over 38\% of Texas trial judges thought that "jurors should be allowed to discuss the evidence with each other during the trial" so long as there was "appropriate judicial cautioning about not reaching a conclusion."\textsuperscript{28} In one sharp contrast between federal and Texas judges, 76\% of federal judges favored anonymous juries, while only 44\% of Texas judges favored anonymous juries.\textsuperscript{29}

Perhaps the most troubling findings occurred in the no-show study. For starters, the no-show rate for Dallas County was 80\%. The lack of representation of the poor on juries in Dallas county was particularly alarming. This finding also contradicts a common stereotype that the unemployed are over-represented on juries. This lack of representation of the poor may be partly attributable to the compensation of only $6.00-per-day to serve on the jury in Texas.\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{itemize}
\item 24. When asked, "Have you ever had what you consider a runaway jury?" 23.1\% (137) of federal trial judges said "yes;" 76.4\% (454) said "no." Among Texas trial judges, 23.0\% (90) said "yes;" 76.3\% (299) responded "no."
\item 25. Of the federal trial judges, 34.8\% (207) said they had presided over a case of jury nullification and 63.5\% (377) said they had not. Texas trial judges responded: "yes" - 22.4\% (88); "no" - 76.0\% (298).
\item 26. Federal trial judges responded "yes, in every case" - 66.5\% (395); "yes, in some cases, not in others" - 25.9\% (154); "no, not at all" - 7.2\% (43). Texas trial judges responded: "yes, in every case" - 56.4\% (221); "yes, in some cases, not in others" - 28.8\% (113); "no, not at all" - 14.5\% (57).
\item 27. When asked "[w]ith appropriate judicial screening, should jurors be allowed to ask questions during a trial?", 24.1\% (143) of federal trial judges responded "yes, in every case;" 37.2\% (221) said "yes, in some cases, not in others;" and 38.0\% (226) said "no, not at all." Texas trial judges responded: "yes, in every case" - 19.1\% (75); "yes, in some cases, not in others" - 37.2\% (146); "no, not at all" - 43.4\% (170).
\item 28. Of the federal trial judges, 21.0\% (125) responded "yes, in every case;" 19.4\% (115) said "yes, in some cases, not in others;" and 59.1\% (351) said "no, not at all." Texas trial judges responded "yes, in every case" - 22.2\% (87); "yes, in some cases, not in others" - 16.1\% (63); "no, not at all" - 61.5\% (241).
\item 29. Texas trial judges responded they "favor in all cases" - 9.7\%; 34.2\% "favor in some cases;" 45.4\% "oppose in all cases;" 10.2\% gave "no answer." Of federal trial judges, 5.1\% "favor in all cases," 70.5\% "favor in some cases;" 20.2\% "oppose in all cases;" and 4.0\% gave "no answer."
\item 30. Some solutions supported by a majority of responding judges include increasing the compensation, requiring employers to pay jurors' wages, paying jurors' parking, and providing childcare.
\end{itemize}
Even more problematical is the under-representation of Hispanics found by the study. We do not know whether these results are peculiar to the Dallas community or are indicative of national phenomena. Several bodies of Supreme Court jurisprudence have tried to ensure that juries fairly represent all minority groups and women. In a society diverse as ours, such representation is particularly important to promote acceptance of the fairness of this vital process upon which we place so much weight.

IV.

These various studies resulted in a series of articles in the *Dallas Morning News*. They also led to the symposium contained in this volume in which members of the *SMU Law Review* have sifted through the immense information elicited by these studies. For example, the authors have started to cross-reference variables to understand their relationships and have examined the similarities and differences between the responses of federal and Texas trial judges. Although these articles highlight some of the valuable information contained in the study, fully analyzing this immense amount of data will take a long time. The articles contained in this issue represent part of a process that we hope will continue to bear great fruit.

In *Echoes of the Founding: The Jury in Civil Cases as Conferrer of Le-

---


Dr. Victoria A. Farrar-Myers and Jason B. Myers examine the jury as a political institution. The article develops a statistical model to analyze some of the survey results and to determine the characteristics of judges who supported reducing or eliminating an individual's right to a trial by jury in civil cases. The article concludes that critics of the civil jury system focus too narrowly on the inefficiencies that juries bring to the judicial process and fail to address the important political role that juries play in expressing popular sovereignty.

In *Is It A Short Trip Back to the Manor Farm? A Study of Judicial Attitudes and Behaviors Concerning the Civil Jury System*, Michelle L. Hartmann juxtaposes responses to questions gauging judicial attitudes with those targeting judicial behavior in an effort to understand apparent reductions in an individual's jury right. The article analyzes certain responses by the judge's office (federal or state); gender; political ideology; background in public or private service; and, for Texas judges, the population density of the town where their court sits.

In *Revisiting the Jury System in Texas: A Study of the Jury Pool in Dallas County*, Ted Eades explores problems of juror under-representation and participation in Dallas County. First, Hispanic, low-income, and younger residents are underrepresented in the Dallas County jury pools. The study shows that while 23% of the population in Dallas County is Hispanic only 9% of the jury pool is Hispanic. Second, 80% those summoned for jury duty in Dallas County refuse to show up. The second part of this paper focuses on ways to increase participation.

In *Juries: On the Verge of Extinction? A Discussion of Jury Reform*, Tom M. Dees, III assesses the American jury system's strengths and weaknesses, and offers several suggestions to improve its overall effectiveness. Focusing on Texas law and supplemented with additional references to reform measures in other states, the article divides the trial into separate stages and discusses noteworthy jury reform innovations in each stage.

In *The Jury Consultant—Friend or Foe of Justice*, Stephanie Leonard Yarbrough explores at length the many services offered by professional jury consulting firms including: (1) visual aid development; (2) witness preparation; (3) prospective juror questionnaires; (4) community surveys; (5) focus groups; (6) mock trials; and (7) involvement in jury selection. The article examines the positive effect of technology on the jury consult-

---

ant’s work. Finally, and perhaps most important, the article discusses the risks and potential discriminatory implications of utilizing professional jury consultants.

The jury study has already attracted attention from law professors around the country. Results have also been published in other venues including the *ABA Journal*[^38] and the *New York Times*.[^39] Because of the cost of empirical work, law schools do not have a strong history in this enterprise. Even studies on a smaller scale than this one only come along sporadically.[^40] Perhaps, the most acclaimed empirical jury project was that published by the University of Chicago Law School thirty-five years ago.[^41] The inquiry questioned how often judge and jury decisions agree or differ by obtaining from 600 trial judges reports on some 8,000 jury trials conducted throughout the nation. The 78 percent verdict agreement rate was a finding of great significance.[^42] As with the *Kalven* study, this project provides an enormous amount of information about the operation of the jury system, particularly the judicial community’s understanding of the jury system. This study and the articles that appear in this issue will provide an important resource for judges, scholars, journalists, and policy-makers for a long time to come.

In closing, on behalf of the entire Dedman School of Law community at SMU, I would like to thank Mark Curriden, Alan Pusey, Chuck Camp, and the *Dallas Morning News* for allowing us to participate in this study. The collaboration was quite productive and the *Morning News* pursued this inquiry with the highest level of professionalism. This joint venture between the academy and the press is itself a useful template for future cooperation.

[^42]: *Id.* at 58.